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Notification
(Regarding submission of answer scripts of open Book Examination)

This is for information of all concemed that, considering the requests
from a section of candidates, who could not upload the scanned copy answer
scripts in the University online portal due to technical reasons, they are allowed
to send the same to only one of the following email ids:
For Degree 3'd sem examination:

degree3(4)kkhsou.in
de-qree 3 ar,!!)kkhs ou.

/

in /

degree3biAkkhsou. in

For Degree 5'h sem

examination:

riegree5,Okkhsciu.in /
de

gree

5 a( ?)lil<lls o

u.

in /

degree5b/Akkhsclu.in

subject to the following conditions:

1.

Multiple submissions may lead to disqualification of the candidate and no
answer scripts may be evaluated for that candidate. Hence candidate must

not submit it to more than one email.

2.

Those candidates, whose enrollment numbers are not available in the

eligible list on the University website, their answer scripts will be
cancelled.

3.

Email sent after 18 hours from the actual submission time will not be
accepted.

4.

In case of failure to submit the answer scripts through online/email, the
candidate should contact the helpline numbers of the University after the

stipulated 18 hours time.
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5.

In case of email submission, only one pdf (of multiple pages) file will be
accepted.

6.

send the pdf file (only one) to any one of the three email ids given above.

7.

If

any candidate send the same pdf file more than one email id, then
hisiher all answer scripts will be cancelled.

8.

Uploading the scanned copy answer scripts on the portal is the best
option, which will be evaluated first.

9.

After uploading on the portal, learners must not send email. otherwise
uploaded answer scripts may also be cancelled.
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